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Class of 1988 graduate

chapter of The
Federalist Society

VU has recently formed a
!hapter of The Federalist Society.
The Federalist Society is a nationalorganization of conservative
and libertarian law professors,
law students, lawyers and judges
interested in the current state of
the legal order. It is founded on the
principles that the state exists to
preserve freedom, that the separation of governmental powers is
central to our Constitution, and
that it is emphatically the province and duty of the judiciary to
say what the law is, not what it
should be. The Society seeks both
to promote an awareness of these
principles and to further their application through its activities.
This
entails
reordering
priorities within the legal system
to place a premium on individual
liberty, traditional values, and the
rule of law. It also requires restoring the recognition of the importance of these norms among
lawyers, judges and law professors . In working to achieve
these goals, the Society has
created a conservative intellectual
network that extends to all levels
of the legal community.

Forum Staff Wrlter

On Sunday, May 22, the class of
1988 will finish their academic
training at the Valparaiso University School of Law. After three
years, the students will sit
together as one for the last time as
they reach the culmination of their
academic achievements . The

worker,'' commented Cindy Penn.
" On a more serious note, I'll miss
the people, friends and support I
have gotten in the past three
years." Cindy will be clerking in
Fort Wayne at the Allen Superior
Court after she finishes partying
from graduation.
Skip Savage claimed that his
best memory was "surfing on
barstools at Jackson's after first

friends I have had since high
school." Tom is moving to
Cleveland to hopefully obtain a
prosecuting job. "I'm really glad
I chose Valparaiso for law school.
I was accepted at seven or eight
other schools, but I have absolutely no regrets about coming to
school here."
"I won't miss class or examsjust
the people," explained Maragaret

'I've learned a lot over the last t hree years, but more than
anything I have disco'vered that I reall want to beconte a

''
.
f treman.

s peaker will be Diedra Burgman,
who received her Juris Doctorate
f rom VU in 1979. She went on to
receive her L.L. M. from Yale and
now works for a firm in New York.
The graduates of the class of 1988
take many memories of the last
three years with them and look
hopefully to the future.
"I've learned a lot over the last
three years, but more than
anything I have discovered that I
really want to become a fireman ,"
commented Bill Davvisson .
"Seriously, I'm going to really
miss drinking and eating pizza in
the library after hours." Bill is
planning on traveling for the summer and then in July returning to
his home town of Anderson, Indiana. He will then work with his
dad and uncle (of Davisson and
Davisson) with possibly another
Davisson being added in the
future.
"I'm really going to miss the fact
that I'll never again see 'Ibm Reitz
imitate a female construction

_Bill Davvisson
year, first semester finals." Lisa
Woons said her best m em ory of
Valp araiso will be "looking at it
through t he rea r view mirror of
my car as I'm leaving."
''My greatest memory at law
school," explained Scott Faurote,
"is my imitation of 'Ibm Cruise
when I danced in my underwear at
the roast of Dean Bodensteiner
two years ago." Scott will be moving to Hintington, Indiana to work
for Gordon, Brendall and
Branham.
Robert Scott claimed that his
funniest memory was when "I fell
out of the golf cart during the law
school golf tournament my first
year."
Ingrid
Campbell
remembered last year after the
Barrister's Ball when " we all went
to Rick's Cafe and danced on the
furniture."
''I'm really going to miss my
close group of friends,'' commented 'Ibm Reitz. "I went to four
different undergraduate schools,
so this is the closest group of
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Third years take a look back

By Bridget Ryan
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Robinson. " I'll never forget the
t error of finals my first semester,
where I had a general ment al
breakdown from t he uncertainty
of not knowing what I was doing."
Margaret will be employed by
Chief Justice Ratcliffe of the Indiana Court of Appeals for one or
two years.
"The thing I'll miss is waking up
for my 12:30 class at 11:30 every
day," commented John Hallacy. "It
has been a long three years and I
feel that I have aged from law
school both mentally and physically." John will be returning to
western Michigan.
"More than anything else,"
stated Bill Koch, "I will miss my
close friends. They were there t o
cheer me up when I was down and
there to party with me when I was
up."Bill be returning to his home
state of New Jersey afte r
graduation.
Graduation will be held at the
VU Chapel at 1:30 p.m. on May 22.

Chapters have emphasized different kinds of activities, including speaker meetings, group
discussions, local faculty debates,
public interest research and litigation, and publishing newsletters.
The Harvard Society publishes the
HaTvaTd Joumal of Law and
Public Policy , which, among other
things, publishes the Federalist
Society's Annual National
Symposium.
Speakers at Federalist Society
events have included Supreme
Court Justices Rehnquist and
Scalia,- former Chief Just ice
Burger, George Bush, Edwin
Meese, Griffin Bell, Robert Bofk,
Judge Laurence Silberman, Judge
Ralph Winters, Professors Paul
Bator, Raoul Berger, Allan Bloom,
Jesse Choper, Laurence Tribe,
Michael Moore, Thomas Sowell,
Milton Friedman, Lino Graglia
and dozens of other legal scholars.
Tuesday, April 26th at 3:30 in the
Courtroom, The Federalist Society will present: "An Introduction
to The Federalist Society" to inform all who may be interested in
joining the organization. Professor
Charles Gramley is serving as the
Society's chapt er advisor.

Law school to change system
By Kathy Fox
Forum Editor

The VU School of Law will be
changing its grading system for
the 1988-89 school year, Assistant
Dean Bruce Berner said at a student meeting held on March 31.
Berner said at the meeting that
nothing has been passed yet to affect current law students, because
t he administration wants student
input before it decides whet her to
switch all st udents over to the new
system at once or to phase only
new students int o the grading
system.
The current grading system has
been in effect since 1972 . Under
t his system, students get grades
(th eoretically) between 55 and 100.
A 55 is currently a failing grade.
Prior to 1972, the law school was
on a letter system, but a student
demand .. for more discretion in
grading brought about the change
in 1972. Berner said that pre's sure
to change the current system
began developing seven or eight
years ago.
In February, the faculty passed
the new system, which right n ow
applies only to new students who
will b egin law school next year.
Berner said that in all law
schools that have ch anged their
gradi ng syst ems in this m anner,
t he entire school ha s b een changed ove r to the n ew system im mediat ely. (In other words, t he
new grading system was n ot phased in.)
The new system will neve r go
back and change a student's grade

in a course, Berner said. The 2Ls
would have two years of numerical
grades and one year of letter
grades on their transcripts if the
system were changed immediately. The current 1Ls would have one
year of numerical grades and two
years of letter grades on their
transcripts.
Berner said part of the reason
for changing the current system is
that this system is unintelligible
to employers, · which puts VU
students at a disadvantage when
compared to students from other
law schools. The proposed system
will not change prior grades, nor
will it affect students' rank.
The following is a breakdown of
the new letter-based system with
quality -point equivalents and current number-system equival ents:
A 4.0 90
C 2.0 70
A- 3.7 87
C- 1.7 67
B' 3.3 83
D' 1.3 63
B 3.0 80
D 1.0 60
B- 2.7 77
D- 0.7 57
C' 2.3 7~
F 0.0 55
Another meeting was held on
April 18 and the Student Bar
Association agreed t o hold a
referendu m on t he m a tter.
Student s were given an opportunity t o vot e an d th us voice t heir opinions in the m at t er on April l 9 and

20.
The second year stu dents voted
45 to 30 against changing t h e
grading system. The first year
student s, however, voted 42 to 31 in
favor of changing the gradin g
system.
The faculty will be making a
final decision on the matter soon.

May22
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The ForUDl

EDITORIAL
Finally. My last issue of The
Forum. In a sick sort of way, I
think I'm actually going to miss it.
It's become a part of me over the
past two years.
When I took over The Forum in
August, 1986, everyone on the
previous year's staff had
graduated except for one girl who
had become editor-in-chief of law
review and didn't have time for the
paper anymore. Now I have six
staff writers who do a tremendous
job of helping me out. I appreciate
all the time and effort they have
put out to help produce The Forum
When I took over a couple of
years ago, I had no one around to
tell me where layout for the paper
was done, where our publishing
was done, whether we had a
camera, etc. I also had no files
whatsoever. All I had was a box of
stationery. Needless to say, the
first issue I put out was the
roughest issue I've ever done. I
hope Beth and Nadine benefit by
the help I've been trying to give
them over the past few weeks.
People had a habit of snickering
when I first told them that I was

The Forum

Fin a

going to put out six issues a year.
Or they'd kindly pat me on the
shoulder and walk away shaking
their heads. And I couldn't really
blame them, because during my
first year (1985-86), The Forum only came out twice (once in
September and once in October). I
took over The Forum pretty much
by default, too; nobody else seemed interested in running it when I
took it over. But I was determined
I was going to do better than the
previous year's co-editors had. I'm
not sure that I've accomplished
that, but I've tried.
Looking back, I'm not sure I've
done anything to improve The
Forum except to start putting it
out on a regular basis. And I added a crossword puzzle and Bloom
County. But I also don't think I've
done any major harm to it.
I'm sure a lot more can be done
with this paper than I've done
with it. I hope that everyone will
help out Beth and Nadine next
year as much as they've helped me
out over the past couple of years.
I wish Beth and Nadine the best of

luck with The Forum .
I'd like to congratulate John
Whitfield, who is the one person I
know of that received an award for
contributing to the law school. If
anyone has contributed a lot to the
law school, he certainly has, and
he definitely deserves such an
award.
I'd like to say farewell to the
class of '88, the class I've "suffered'' through three long years of
law school with.
Here are some of the things that
make the class of '88 unique:
--We were the first class to have
Vance and Straube! for Legal
Writing;
--We were the first class to not
have Stevenson for Evidence;
-';'We were the first and
(thankfully) the last class to have
Smithbum come from South Bend
once a week to teach us evidence;
--We were the only class to have
had Evidence every Monday afternoon for a marathon three straight
hours (it was even worse for me
because I had an hour of Business
Associations right before that);

--We were the only ones to have
both Trust and Estates I and II
crammed into the spring semester,
which resulted in our having six
hours ofT & E a week;
--We were the last class to have
had the honor of having Louis
Bartelt teach us Torts;
--We were the last class not to
have Yonover and Blomquist teach
us Torts;
--We are the last class to have
spent a year at the old law school
(Wesemann I), which is now VU's
business and financial aid office;
--We were the first class to
spend all three years here under
the administration of Dean Ivan
Bodensteiner;
--We were the last class to not
have any part-time students;
--We were the last class to
spend all three years under the administration of Robert Schnabel.
We'll see each other for the last
time on May 22. Let's make our
last few days here worthwhile.
And if any of you get down to
Franklin (Indiana), be sure to look
me up.

Dear Third Year:
Answers to
Dear Third Year,
How does someone go
about applying for your
highly exalted and underrated position as student
leader and guru for the
uneducated masses?

Dear Third Year,
Why don't I get any mail?
More improtantly, who are
all those jerks who get mail
and snobbishly just let it
sit in the mail slots of their
lockers until it is falling
out? Why don't they pick up
their mail?

Signed,
Mahatma Spinks

Signed,
Paper Hungry Pete

Dear Leon,
The
job
may
be
t hankless, but someone has
to do it. The anonymity
aspect can be an asset,
especially when the mail is
zany. I only hope that my
successor carries on the
t radit ion as a clever smart
al eck. H ara s s t he next
Editor in Beef for valid
consideration . Sarca st ic
types are encouraged t o
apply.
~-----

-----------------~

Dear Third Year,
I have a gripe about the
o u trageous amount of
money I was required to
pay for a few Xeroxed
materials, a few pieces of
blue construction paper, a
handful of staples and
some pieces of tape for

I

Dear PHP,
Don't feel too bad. The
only mail I ever get is from
3D and the IRS. I know
some of the abovementioned people, but I
won't admit to it in public.
You don't get any mail
because you don't hang
around the right letterwriting circles. I suggest
that you write your Congressman repeatedly and
have the cordial replies
sent t o the l aw schooJ.
Receiving on e's mail in t he
mail slot of his locker is
m uch cheaper than having
a P.O. Box in Wheeler.

Legal Writing. For the same
amount, I could have purchased two cases of Stroh's Dear DT,
beer and gotten delightfulUpon investigation of
ly drunk. Where has the your complaint, I was told
tuition I paid gone?
that the high price for your
class materials was the
SignedJ result of the ravages of inDelirium Tremens flation. As to your tuition,
I discovered that the administration has been getting wonderfully wasted on
$500 worth of Heinekens.

crossword puzzle
on page 8.

The Forum
THE FORUM is a student created publication
designed to present in an accurate and objective manner the news of the Valparaiso University School of
Law community. To this end, the editors welcome comments and suggestions from the student body and
faculty.
"You have not converted a man because
you have silenced him.''
John Viscounte Morley
" On Compromise" 1974
Kathy Fox ... .. .......... ... .... . ... Editor
Beth Henning ................ Sport s Editor
Laurie Bigsby
George Brasova n
Nadine Dahm
Dennis Lee Goss
Bridget Ryan ............ . .... Staff Writers
The opinions expressed are those of the by-lined authors and not necessarily those
of the law school or undergraduate faculty, student body or administration. Unsigned editorials represent the opinion of the editorial staff.
Both students and faculty members are invited to sound off on issues that affect
them and the VU law school community. Send letters to: Editor, The Forum,
•Val-paraiso School of Law, Valparaiso, IN ., 46383 . Letters should be brief, typed, double spaced and signed . The editors reserve the right to edit to assure grammatical accuracy and to keep t he letters to a reasonable length. Opinions expressed are those of
the writer and not the Forum staff.
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Nancy Kohlhoff
Law School Registrar
In a few weeks, you graduates
will be "outta here." Ever since
your entering day back in the Fall
of 1985, you have been longing to
be "outta here."
So many things happened over
the past three years that shaped
your "outta here" mind-set, you
can't count them on all fingers and
toes. Your first semester grades
were positively revolting. All one
hundred and nine of you stood
gaping before the Wailing Wall in
the old building counting the 72's.
You were stunned. After four years
of top billing at college, you were
reduced to a middling!
Returning to the new building
for your second year was pretty
neat. The place looked like a law
school. At least you weren't
crammed into small spaces during
the hot humid days of August wit.h
only an electric fan to cool the
stifling air. Still, you were quite
put-out when you discovered you
had to sit through three hours of
Evidence every Monday afternoon
with a stranger from Notre Dame
teaching the course. Rumor went
that he had the nerve to sandwich
in the grading of your bluebooks
between his wedding day and his
honeymoon. But, three hours of
Evidence at one sitting? Good
grief!!
In your fourth semester, when

Throughout this century, there
has developed a quiet but clear
voice that we must unite as · a
world society. Industrialization
and technology have shrunk the
world and have created economic
interdependence among nations.
Such interdependence has given
birth to an urgency for unity
among all people, a need to set
aside inconsequential differences
so that our efforts can be centered
on our mutual progress, perhaps
our mutual survival.
All governments want to
dominate. Current global conditions clearly indicate that the days
of domination by one government
over another is (or should be) an
archeological relic. Yet the leading
governments in the world are
making no moves toward parity.
Certainly it is naive to expect
powerful nations to unilaterally
reduce their power and influence
for the sake of equality. The idea
of a nation purposely weakening
its economic and military position
in order to free depressed and
down-trodden nations from their
subservient satellite status would
be a hard sell indeed for any
political theorist.
Therefore, from America's
standpoint, something must be
done. We are so econmically weak
that we are now in a position of
having to taste some of the
medicine that we have been serving up to others for so long. We are
on the path of becoming a fallen
power that might be held in disdain by many emerging nations,
and by nations who suddenly find
themselves stronger than us and
who remember the way we once

Third Years -

your class was down to 95 ranked
students, you looked forward to
registering for one or two
challenging electives. After the
seemingly endless list of required
courses you had passed, this was
your chance to study something interesting for a change. Unfortunately, that Spring we collapsed
both Trusts & Estates courses into
one semester. That course load
gobbled up six of your precious
credit hours. And, instead of being
permitted to savor Professor
Gramley's teaching style, you had
to scramble through T&E I in
seven short weeks. You felt
cheated of one of the best
teacher/student relationships the
School has to offer.
Things did not get much better
after that, either. You had to stand
in line for a place in Trial Practice
and Pn!rrial Skills. You tried to
buy a clinic spot, but you couldn't
come up with the grand I needed
to justify my losing my job. The
only Seminar you wanted was
closed, and you wound up taking
a course cross-listed with the
undergraduates only to find out
the prof was not an easy grader.
No wonder you want ''outta
here."
But, hold on. There is another
side to being "outta here." It is be-

Dennis Lee Goss
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'Outta .here'

ing out therein the real world.
Chances are, in the real world,
your new bossthat is, THE CHIEF,
THE
TOP
EXECUTIVE
OFFICERwill not have an open
door policy which permits you.to
waltz in daily with your complaints about every little thing
that doesn't suit you. That new
boss may not be a good listener. In
fact, he may be inclined to deny
you any participation whatsoever
in the order and structure of your
eight-to-five world. He.might even
go so far as to keep you at a lowly
distance, and he probably won't
come to your parties, either.
Also, in the real world into
which you are going, there might
be a humorous soul with a good
sense of humor to lift your spirits
on a down day. But no soul you'll
ever know will be as clever, as witty, and as downright funny as that
man Berner. He got you to chuckle
out loud when you were certain
you would never smile again. Be
honest. He had you rolling in the
aisles. That'sa right ...that'sa right.
Questions, questions, questions?
Your teachers heard them all and
explained and explained and explained again. No matter how difficult the concept or complex the
issues, they helped you to understand and work toward resolutions.

They guided your progress
through three years of strenuous
learning and stuck with it until
you reached the final objective.
Who will take your welfare
seriously when you are out therein the real world?
It's true that not every experience you realized here was
totally gratifying. But, when
things got really gritty, you talked it over with the women who
help administer and staff this
place. You had understanding and
support
from
secretaries,
librarians,
directors,
administrative assistantseven that
fidgity registrar was on your side.
Many times you asked for
assistance from these people, and
you got it. You should be so fortunate out therein that real world.
But, it's that time. And, you're
going. The future beckons, and you
can hardly wait to take up the
challenge it presents. In passing,
just a thought. On your way "outta here," give the place a few ~p
preciative thoughts and to its people a hearty good-bye. You might
as well admit the whole experience was okay after all. And,
you might as well confess that you
are going to miss us for awhile.
Sure - I have to say it - we are
going to miss you, too!

Forward is the only glace to go

bled them of their resources and
their dignity.
Industrial, technological and
social changes have been rapid and
radical in recent times. Yet the
lines of reasoning we have adopted
to meet those changes have not
kept pace. Oddly, our reality is
outpacing our VIsion. Our
capabilities are beyond the bounds
of our ability to adapt to the world
we've created. Our potential exceeds
our
knowledge
of
utilization.
In the absence of global restructuring, America's first priority
must be the protection of its national interests. If we do not (1)
pursue world unit, then we must
(2) brave dramatic and revolutionary economic change. The
overall standard of living must be
reduced. Redistribution of wealth
must become tenacious government policy. The mandates of
modem day reality suggest other
needed changes:
1. Stringent quotas and restrictions on foreign imports are needed.
Certainly
the
antiprotectionist hounds would how1
at any suggestion of inflationary
import restrictions. ~t 'em yelp.
The scarcity of foreign goods
would lead to a higher demand for
overlooked American products,
resulting in an increase in demand, productivitiy and quality.
American consumers would be
satisfied and American products
would be more competitive on the
world market. Import restrictions
may have global recessionary implications, but such restrictions
would be far more beneficial to the

American worker than the tax-cut
measures of the supply siders.
Balancing the trade deficit is a
must, and economic posers
overseas must be forced to
cooperate. ~t the Arabs drink
their oil and the Japanese eat their
Hondas. They cannot be allowed to
continue building billion dollar
surpluses at our expense.
2. A significant increase in the
capital gains tax should be instituted. This does not cross the
grain of free enterprise as many
(particularly the rich) would
argue. Profits on real estate and
securities would continue, though
regulated. The higher capital gains
tax would merely allow the
government to redistribute wealth
in America in an effort to battle
the growing stratification of our
society.
3. The minimum wage should be
doubled in order to offset
disproportionate gains in parttime service related fields of
employment. An increase in consumer credit would follow, adding
to the stability of interest rates.
Such a wage increase would
diminish the profit margin of
numerous businesses. But our
ultimate concern should be for the
people, not the profits of business
entities.
4. An increase in government
make-work programs to rebuild
such vital national requisites as
the transportation system,
deteriorating airports, prisons and
hospitals would provide work (and
human dignity) to the unemployed
and the UNDERemployed. Such
projects could be financially supr

plemented by those businesses and
institutions that would benefit
from the results, i.e., HMO's,
privitized prisons, municipalities,
etc.
5. Mandatory education through
completion of high school should
become policy. An entire overhaul
of the educational system is in
order. We should eliminate the
slave system known as athletic
scholarships. Our country needs
fewer kids with dreams of being
million dollar running backs,
more kids with plans to make an
adequate and comfortable living
in engineering, the sciences,
government and teaching.
6. Free public education should
be offered to all at the college and
graduate level. This would
eliminate disparity in opportunity and al~ow the poor to pursue
higher learning without assuming
massive debt. Perhaps an interim
step would be government subsidized education to an who major
in selected fields of technology,
engineering and teaching, with
guaranteed
post-education
employm-ent in the public arena if
unavailable in the private sector.
Other suggestions for stabilizing
America's future would be to
eliminate foreign military aid,
eliminate tax-exempt status for
churches, restrict all forms of
private education and wage and
price freezes in selected areas.
If America is to perpetuate its
image as a nation of compassion,
of equality and justice, then we
must build our world to reflect
that image. From here, we have
but one place to go - forward.
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Editorial Reply

Jeffrey Powell

Recently, Mr. Goss has had the
inclination to criticize some actions and policies promoted by one
of the most popular governments
in memory, namely the current
Reagan administration. While
there is no sin in speaking out
against a government that was empowered by this nation's voting
majority, a grievous harm is done
when less than accurate facts and
statements are used to that end.
This crime can be easily exemplified in the (March) Goss
editorial. It is the ptlrpose of this
article to better clear up Mr. Goss's
obvious shortcomings in research
and political knowledge.
Mr. Goss would have his readers
believe that the current administration is acting out a narrowly focused and long term
foreign policy in Central America.
If so, this policy could only be
rivalled by the diplomatic
maneuvering of Germany's
Chancellor Bismarck. While it
stirs one's nationalistic pride to
think that his government can act
so far sighted in such a rapidly
developing world, reason dictates
that this is not the case. When promoting with such fervor, the
regional peace plan in Central
America, Mr. Goss fails to include
a number of pertinent facts.
The flaw that emerges first is
Mr. Goss's confusion between fantasy and cold reality. The most
basic investigation of the Arias
Peace Plan reveals that the adoption of civil rights, the freeing of
all political prisoners, and the
freedoms of both speech and the
press, are to be granted to the
public of each nation involved.

Goss criticized

This, as it applies to Nicaragua, is
fantasy. The cold reality is that
dictator Ortega has released only
eight percent of his political
prisoners. What's more, it is
rumored that of this eight percent,
a majority of those released are
one time soldiers who had fallen
out of grace, but are now given a
new opportunity to serve
Nicaragua's
self-appointed
messiah.
An informed observer must also
weigh the impact of Daniel
Ortega's recent increase in a
historically steady importation of
weapons. This clearly is not the
sign of a quasi-political relaxation
of force in Nicaragua. There appears to be no upcoming free elections, no introduction of civil
rights to the populous, and no attempt at encouraging free speech.
In Nicaragua, free speech means
one is free to read the speeches of
Danny Ortega in his state controlled press.
The Arias plan also called for a
cease fire between the government
and the resistance in each participating nation. These opposite
factions were to then begin
mutually beneficial negotiations
of peace. The date of compliance
was to have been November 5,
1987. Yet within the Nicaraguan
borders, this proposal was only a
fable. It takes no genius to realize
that such negotiations in
Nicaragua never materialized as
scheduled. By November 5, 1987,
Daniel Ortega was as yet unwilling to even negotiate with the Contras. The March 1988 invasion of
Honduras clearly shows Ortega's

unwillingness to bargain in good
faith, even after having established a cease fire. This dictator only
asked that the Contra Freedom
Fighters cease their firing so as to
ease h~s task of destroying them.
When considering the recent invasion (look it up Mr. Gossinvasion means ''the incoming or
spread of something hurtful; entrance by force"), it must not be
forgotten that this is one of several
recent border violations authored
by this Nicaraguan czar. The invasion of 1988, named the "triumph
or death offensive" is a mirrored
reproduction of the 1986 invasion
which also lasted not one, but
several days. Confident in his armed forces, and reassured by the
Democratic congress in their
denial to further aid to the Contras, Ortega stormed across the
Honduran border. Such an action
understandably prompted Honduran President Ascona to ask his
nation's ally, the United States for
military assistance. Political
realities do not indicate otherwise!
The peace process in Nicaragua
has failed so miserably as to even
require the plan's creator, President Arias, to say that among all
of the nations involved, the Ortega
government has shown the least
compliance "with amnesty,
democratization, free elections,
and the lifting of a state of
emergency.'' Does not this remove
all questions of the status of the
Arias plan in Nicaragua? Can an
informed observer really cling to
this plan as the great emancipation of Nicaragua? No.
While, as Mr. Goss says, it would

Thanks for making Law Week great
To students,
administration:

faculty

and

I would like to thank all those
students, student organizations,
administration and faculty who
participated and enjoyed Law
Week 1988 activities. Your support,
attendance and enthusiasm were
overwhelming! As chairperson for
the week, I know I speak for all
the Law Week chairpersons and
student organizations when I say
"Thank you!" Your terrific participation made Law Week 1988 a
huge. huge success!

In particular, I would like to and much noticed by many
thank Gail Peschel, her staff and students. Finally, a big "Thank
the Alumni Association for the you" to the chairpersons for each
beer and brats, Bruce Berner for individual event, Scott Faurote
his warm words Saturday night, and the SBA and to The Forum
and A1 Meyer and Phil Brock- via Kathy Fox, your support and
ington for their ''warm'' words encouragement was a big factor of
Thursday night. 1b the administra- our success.
tion and library staff your attenLaw Week 1988 will most cerdance and participation at all tainly go down in history as one of
events was much appreciated. 1b the most enjoyable! know it will
those vacuity who attended all for me.
eventswe are pleased that you
could share a few evenings of fun
with us. 'Ib those faculty who did
Thank you!
not, your attendance was missed
Becky Grogg

Peshel applauded for assistance
Dear Editor,
This letter serves as a "thank
you" to Gail Peshel, who helped
me find employment in my
hometown.
I began a job search in the fall of
1987; 80 cover letters and resumes
went out, and 72 rejections
resulted. Of the eight remaining,
the first interviews again resulted
in rejection. I was ready to throw
in the towel when I passed Gail's
office.

The Forum

She told me two years ago that
when the time came. she would
help me find work. With a
mediocre grade point average, I
needed any kind of help. When we
discussed my method of finding
work, we found that my approach
could be vastly improved. Furthermore, my personal mannerisms
needed some refining.
For one month, we kept in touch.
As a result of Gail's assistance, one
job offer came, which I accepted.

Gail, if you are reading this letter, thanks for being there. It's a
shame more people do not come to
you for advice. You have much to
offer, and it will remain unnoticed as long as people walk by rather
than stop in. If nothing else, you
offered me your kindness
understanding, and at times you;·
shoulder to cry on.
Thank you!
Sincerely,
Conny Franken

be pleasurable to operate under a
foreign policy of "unity and international cooperation," it can not as
yet be done. Some detrimental influences outside of the United
States want only chaos and anarchy. Some unrealistic influences
within the United States wish to
bury their heads in the sand and
return to the isolationism of the
1920's. Even a current presidential
candidate exemplifies his ability
to conduct a foreign policy by
bellowing that ''There are no Sandinistas in Detroit!" Still, while
this positioning is taking place,
the current administration has,
and will continue to do so until its
end, shoulder the burden of
operating a foreign policy based
on reality and not some tunnelvisioned utopian dream.
It is true that the Republican
party has steered the nation away
from a path that the United States
had been pursuing. This nation no
longer allows itself to sit idly by
and watch other countries in the
world theater fold up, as we did
when Afghanistan fell. No longer
will America be willing to give
away canals, or to allow positively identified terrorist groups to
prey on its travelers abroad
without handing to those groups
some hard hitting retribution.
Clearly Mr. Goss has drafted a
document based on emotion and
not fact. This is his optiQn. It can
only be hoped that Mr. Goss
realizes that the very structure
which he criticizes is the force
which allows him to write such
damning
and
harmful
propaganda.

Deans remember...
Dean Ivan Bodensteiner said:
I will remember the class of '88:
as the first class to suffer
through three years with me as
dean;
as a class which took a genuine
interest in the law school and
worked to make it a better place
for students by initiating and participating in a wide variety of programs and activities; and
as an interesting, diverse
group of very decent people.
For the future, I predict great
success as attorneys and loyalty to
the law school as alumni. My only
doubt about the class stems from
its selection of me as class advisor!

Assistant Dean Bruce Berner said:
I remember that the class of '88:
had a substandard number of
older students who did very well
and added so much to the
community;
brought a lot more of the
world and work experience to the
school, which made the discussions in class very informed;
taught me a lotthe class has a
lot of interesting minds and
backgrounds;
was very pleasant; not too
many political issues existed betDeans to page 11
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1988-89 Law Review Editorial
Board
Editor-in-Chief
Jayme Walker

Younger loses battle with cancer
By Kathy Fox
Forum Editor

Executive Editor of Publication
John Doerr
Executive Managing Editor
Bonde Johnson
Executive Editor of Student
Writing
Julie Zandstra

Irving Younger passed away at
the end of March after a stuggle
with cancer. He was an expert on
Civil Procedure and Evidence.
Many members of the third year
class will remember Younger.
After all, Smithburn came all the
way from South Bend every Monday afternoon just to give us

Yonger's jokes about Evidence.
And anyone that ever watched an
Irving Younger videotape on
Evidence knows that Smithburn
based his lectures on Younger's
tapes. (Except that Smithburn
didn't make an awful lot of sense
when he did so.)
Below are photos of Younger. at
various points in his career. He
will be sorely missed by the legal
community.

Articles Editors
Richard Babcock
Jon Irwin
Joseph Kreoll
Ted Kundrat
Gail Parkhurst
Wanda RE!ed
Paul Ritsema
Lisa Sunderman
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'Environmental State of the
World' revealed in lecture
By Bridget Ryan
On April 11, Professor Robert
Blomquist kicked off Law Week
with a speech entitled "The Environmental State of the World",
which was sponsored by the
Midwest Environmental Law
Caucus (MELC).
His speech followed the analogy
of a yearly physical in which the
Earth's vital signs reveal the
underlying health of the environment. There are ten major vital
signs, which are all in some way
connected and which express the
frightening pace at which the
health of the planet
is
depreCiating.

however, because the population
has increased, the demand has increased, too. Water is now being
consumed faster than it can be
recharged. The quality of theremaining groundwater supply bas
become greatly contaminated with
toxic substances. In the United
States, the agricultural process of
applying pesticides has contaminated the groundwater of 32
states. Landfills have also contributed to the problem, with an
estimated clean-up price of $23
billion.
The species diversity of the
planet is drastically declining.
"The data shows that the earth is
poised on the brink of global extinction of 1,000 species of plants

The first and most visible sign
is the forest tree cover. "There is
a balance between the oxygen and
carbon dioxide which is being
disrupted by the destruction of
many forests," explained Blomquist. As of 1987, over 26 million
forest acres are being cleared each
year for agriculture and commercial purposes. Many forests are
also being damaged by acid rain,
including one-fifth of European
forests.
Soil erosion and topsoil loss is
the second vital sign of the earth's
health. Overgrazing of livestock
has led to a great depletion of topsoil. A 1982 United States survey
based on one million samples
showed that American farmers are
losing two billion tons of topsoil,
which is being blown or washed
away each year.
Another environmental indicator, desertification, shows that
14 million acres of new desert are
formed every year throughout the
world. This is credited mostly to
overgrazing and overplowing of
the land.
Surface groundwater indicators
show that groundwater quantity
and quality are being greatly
reduced each year. Thousands of
lakes have become biologically
dead because of acid rain. In
Canada, over 140 acidified lakes
exist in Ontario alone. In the
United States, 9,000 lakes are now
threatened with losing all life
forms. In Sweden, all bodies of
frsh water are considered acidic
because of the waste produced by
West German industry.
The natural cycle of drinking
water usually recharges the water;

and animals," exp],ained Blomquist. "The expansion of the world
population and the destruction of
tropical forests will kill 20 percent
of all plant and animal species in
the next 20 years." Some of these
species have never been seen; ~et,
they will be killed before they are
discovered.
Another vital sign, the climate,
shows that the temperature of the
earth is slowly rising due to the
human consumption of certain
products. The use of fossil fuels
with their by-products has lead to
the green bouse effect, where an
area becomes heated because the
radiation is trapped within the atmosphere. The earth's temperature
has risen one degree Fahrenheit
already; by the yer 2050, the
temperature is predicted to rise to
eight degrees. This will lead to a
change in the agricultural status of
the Midwest; instead of growing
corn, Indiana may be growing
tropical fruits.
The sea level has also risen due
to the increased temperature,
which has led to the meltdown of
glaciers. By the year 2100, t he sea
level will rise between 4.7 and 7.7
feet. This may destroy many of the
coastal cities or force the
American government to invest in
protective measures such as dikes.
The last major vital sign is the
ozone layer, which is slowly being
corroded by gases in the atmosphere. The ozone shield protects the earth from the dangerous
rays of the sun; the consequences
of the depletion of the shield will
lead to higher rates of skin cancer,
lower crop output, and a disruption in the food chain.

information as he can about the
case; then, be will know what the
other side is focusing on. The
lawyer should prepare for negotiations and not let the other side intimidate him. He should be clear
and precise as to what he is agreeing to during negotiations.
Mediation can be used to help
reduce the emotional level of
negotiations. Cervan also pointed
out that the client should be informed of the progress of the case.
Cervan currently works for the

First National Bank of Chicago.
She graduated from the VU School
of Law in 1983.
Third year law students Ann
McGuffin and Jeff Gunning engaged in a mock negotiation over tbe
sale of a horse. Their negotiations
were conducted in front of the
group which attended Cernan's
lecture.
Cervan's talk was sponsored by
the Women Law Students' Association CWLSA) and was part of the
Law Week activities.

Forum Staff Writer

Note Editors
Tim Baker
Jeff Boulden
Nadine Dahm
Mike McVickar
Peter Pogue
Vicki Rau
Dan Rustmann
Brad Soos

Cervan speaks on 'Negotiatioris'
By Kathy Fox
Forum Editor

On April 12, Leane English Cervan talked about "Negotiations."
Negotiation, Cervan said, means
to trade with another in order to
come to an agreement. Not only attorney , but v ryone in their daily lives , negotiate, including
statesmen and politicians. Lobbyists on Capital Hill are
negotiating for the de-regulation
of the banking industry.
Businesses
are constantly
n gotiating for deals.
Right now, negotiation is a hot
topic, and numerous books are out
on the subject. Seminars are offered on the subject for lawyers
and managers. Schools such as VU
and Harvard also offer courses on
the subject. The Japanese spend a
large amount of time and money
studying Americans and are very
successful negotiators. However,
Americans spend very little time.
studying cultural differences and
as a result are poor negotiators
with other countries.
The adversarial type of negotiation is most effective when a
breakdown of relations has occurred or the dispute arose during a
chance meeting. It is a amall
world, though, and the parties
may meet again despite their
beliefs to the contrary.
The cooperative type of negotiations works better when the parties are engaged in an ongoing
relationship, like a bank and its
customer. This relationship should
b kept in mind when negotiating.
Cervan said lawyers negotiate not
only for the client but for
themselvE-s. Lawyers work with
the client and tbe other side.
However, the client's intere ts are
first and foremost .
The key to successful negotiation is preparation. Tbe attorney's
role is to act as a facilltatorto work
out tbe controversy so both sides
are satisfied. The lawyer should
find out the facts, which include:
the client's goals, education,
level of sophistication and how
badly he wants to "do tbe deal";
the transaction's terms, conditions and whether anything has
been agreed upon (commitment
letters, for example, are binding
contracts);
the other side's level of
sophistication, education, goals
and how badly he wants the deal;

the opposing counsel's reputation (is this a new client that he
wants to impress?) and whether he
is an expert in the field (if so, you
may have to study the law in the
area;
the other side's workload (if
they're really busy, this may slow
down the proces ); and
the law (what the issues
are)sometimes the issues will affect the timing of tbe transaction,
of which the client should be
informed.
The best source of informatiort is
the client, who knows the most
about the transaction information
which the attorney would not obtain himself. Opposing counsel
can be another source of information and should not be viewed as
the enemy. Newspapers and other
attorneys are other sources of information. The attorney should
find out as much as possible about
the local custom, too.
Client counseling techniques are
useful in negotiations. The lawyer
should use open-ended questions.
Active listening is a key, because
it gets the rlient to speak freely
and
without
inhibition.
Statements that facilitate discussion should be used, like "I hear
you. Then what happened?"
Sometimes silence can act as a
facilitator, too.
The lawyer, in preparing for
negotiation, should brainstorm.
First, he should decide what kind
of transaction he is working on
and what type of resources are
needed. It is also important, when
dealing with a number of issues,
to keep track of the issues and
break the issues down.
Cervan said it is important,
especially in litigation, to do a lot
of work on the phone. Sometimes
the attorney will not get a
response this way, though. For this
reason, be should keep notes of
who he talked to and write them
a letter reminding them of the conversation. This leaves a paper trail
and also ensures a response.
The negotiator should determine
what authority he is acting under
in handling the deal. The authority can be gotten informally from
tbe client, which can be a
dangerous practice, or it can formal and in writing. Inhouse
counsel bas the advantage here,
because he only has one client.
Over a period of time, it becomes
apparent through custom what in-

house counsel's authority is.
The negotiator should anticipate
issues, questions and strategies.
He should brainstorm, but he
should also be flexible in ascertaining the other side's next move.
The lawyer should not start out
with his "bottom line." If he does
and he is forced to re-evaluate, he
might feel that he failed. Rather,
he should pick the best alternative
to the bargaining agreement.
Lawyers often find it difficult to
"divorce" themselves from their
clients. Lawyers must make sure
that they are acting on behalf of
the client, though. However, no
method of negotiation will
guarantee success if all of the
leverage is on the other side.
Some negotiating strategies inelude: looking at the people (what
the psychological factos are);
focusing on interests, not realitieslook what the parties' positions
are and figure out what concerns
each party has; looking at optionsa variety of possibilities can be
generated before deciding what to
do.
"If the other side has a problem,
it's your problem, too," Cervan
said, because it keeps tbe parties
from coming to an agreement. The
attorney should insist on using an
objective standard. If the parties
disagree, one party can question
the standard and use it to his
advantage.
Attorneys must be truthful with
the other side. They cannot
mislead or deceive the other party, nor can they exceed their
authority. This does not mean that
they have to disclose all tbe facts,
though.
Tbe lawyer should urge his
client to disclose the truth. If the
client will not do so, the lawyer
should consider withdrawing from
the case. The lawyer also cannot .
communicate directly with the
other party. Tbe lawyer has a duty of competence and should not
try to handle a case that be does
not have the ability to handle. The
interests of the client are foremost.
Cervan said the attorney should
recognize the relative power and
status of the parties, and this
should be assessed in deciding
which strategy to use during
negotiations. During negotiations,
the lawyer should be aware of
everyone's body language, cultural
differences and the environment.
The lawyer should get as much
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Costas, Hayden, and Shinall
receive top honors at this
year's Law Week Luncheon
By Laurie Bigsby Entertainment Law.
Foru m St a ff Wri ter

On April 13, t h is year's Law
Week Luncheon recognized a long
list of outstanding law students at
our law school.
The Highest Scholastic Average
Award for Spring 1987 went Jon
Costas, Law I, and Ronal d
Hayden, Law II. For the Falll987,
the Highest Scholastic Average
Awards went to Gregory Shinall,
Law I , Jon Costas, Law II and
Ronald Hayden , Law III.
Th e Corpus Juris S ecun dum
Award , which is chosen by the
faculty for overall contribut ions to
the law school, went to Larry
Thrall, Jean Doyle and John
Whitfield.
The Law Week Award recognizes
the student who has shown the
greatest increa se in g.p.a. from the
first semester to the end of the
fifth sem ester. This award went to
Dav id Kowalczyk for ra ising his
g .p .a . 6.253 points in f ive
sem est ers.

Honor Paper Awards for the fall
semester 1987 went to : Susan
Brietzke, Contracts I; Craig Bunce,
Criminal Law I; Nicholas Law and
John Sommer, Criminal Law I;
Rebecca Patyk, Civil Procedure I;
Bridget Ryan, Property I; Rebecca Patyk and Nick Perko, Property I; Craig Bunce and David Clark,
Thrts I; Christine Brannon, Thrts
I; David Clark, Legal Problems I;
Traci Justice and Rebecca Patyk,
Legal Problems I; Jeffrey Kinsler,
Constitutional Law I; Jon Costas,
Bradley Soos and Julie Zandstra,
Evidence ; Jeffrey Kinsler,
Evidence; Tim Balko, Legal Process;
Priscilla
Herochik ,
Jurisprudence; Margaret Robinson, Legal Profession; William
Ciesar, Taxation of Corporations
and Partnerships; Jean Doyle, Ron
Hayden and Troy Swanson, Commercial Transactions ; M ~ ri lyn
Vasquez, Federal Estate and Gift
Tax; Jeffrey Kinsler, Federal Income Tax for Individuals; Cynthia
Rockwell, Land Transfer; Warren

The Law Week Award
recognizes the student who has
shown the greatest increase in
g.p.a from the first semester to
the end of the fifth semester.

The American Bar Association Wenzloff, Intellectual Property;
Sect ion of Urban, State and Local Jeffrey Kinsler, Yvonne Younis
Government Law awarded Thm and Susan Brietzke, Trusts and
Dens ford for his work in Land Use Estates I; Bruce Kugler, Antitrust
and Nadine Dahm for her work in Law; Cynthia Rockwell, Labor
Local Government .
Law; J ean Doyle, Environmental
The Indiana State Bar Foun da- Law; John Whitfield, Public Int ion Scholars hip Award wa s terest Clinic; lqnn Hammone,
p resented to Mary Jane Rhoades Legal Services Clinic; Rebecca
and Larry Thrall .
Grogg, Criminal Law Clinic; Jean
T h e Law Alu m n i a nd the Doyle and Ron Hayden, Federal
Ame rican Co r porate Coun sel Practice ; Susan Schaefer and
Association Awards went to Susan Susan Wooley, International Law
Douglas and Daniel Sawochka for I; Daniel Rustmann, Law and
t h e ir ou ts t and ing wo r k in Economics; Susan Douglas, FamiBusiness Associations.
ly Law; Anne Rempe, Health Care
The Vaughn Award recognizes Law; a nd Ma rliyn Vasquez,
th e students who do the b est wor k Business P lanning.
in Trial Advocacy. This yea r the
Awards for Moot Court fall1987
Award recognized Thomas Reitz; wen t t o : David Christensen ,
Larry Thrall; lQnn Hammond; Carlyle Dalen, J ean Doy le, John
Thomas Alevizos; and Cynthia Niermann, Thomas Reitz; and
Rockwell.
Paul Ritsema.
Honor Paper Awards for the
Awards for Mock Trial for spring
spring semester, 1987, went to: 1988 went to: Perry Browder;
Julia Zandstra, Contracts II; Carlyle Dalen; Michael McCorWilliam Hefron, Contracts II; Wan- mick; Cynthia Penn; Thomas Reitz
da Reed, Criminal Law II; Mat- and Kenneth Savage.
th w Cooper, Paul Ritsema and
Client Counseling awards for
Julie Zandstra, Criminal Law II; spring 1988 went to Barbara BollAlbert Kundrat , Civil Procedure ing, Anthony Maken and Lisa
II; Jon Costas, Property II; Lisa Wyatte.
Wyat . Thrts II; adine Dahm,
Jessup Moot Court awards for
'Ibrts II; Su an Brietzke, legal spring 1988 went to Nadine Dahrn,
Problems I ; Daniel Rushmann, Leslie Hagan, Susan Hartman,
1 Problems ll; Susan Doglas, John Whitfield and Susan Woolley.
Negotiation awards for spring
Con titutional Law II; Vytas Urba Legal Process; Priscilla 1988 went to Anthony Maken,
Herochik , American Legal Kingsley Regnier, Brian Stiller,
istory; Cynthia Rockwell , Legal Roger Weitgenent and Yvonne
Profe ion; Priscilla Herochlk, Younis.
Products Liability; Bruce Kugler,
Law Review awards went to:
Securi ies Regulation; Dav id
David Christiansen; Mark Colon;
Kowalczyk,
atura1 Resources; Robert Doelling; Jean Doyle;
Thm Alevizos and Jean Doyle, Ronald Hayden; Thomas Hyatte;
Trusts and Estates I ; Ronald Bruce Kugler; Mary Jane
Hayden, Trusts and Estates II; Rhoades ; Troy Swanson; Larry
Warren Wenzloff, Administrative Thrall; Brett Warning; and
Law; and Su an Douglas, Conflict Kimberly Wilkens.
of ws.
Awards for The Forum staff
Honor Paper Awards for the writers went to Laurie Bigsby,
summer s mester 1987 went to: George Brasovan, Nadine Dahm,
Conny Frank n , Public Interest Dennis Lee Goss, Beth Henning
Clinic; E ter Droe e. Legal Ser- and Bridget Ryan.
vices Clinic; and Randall Arndt,
Congratulations to all!

250 attend Law School Roast
of the evening's performers was
Honored High Priest of the Royal the best, and the hands-down winOrder, Dean Ivan Bodensteiner. ner was the finale act, ConstrucThe foot-st omping, thigh-slapping tive Criticism. The group won a
parody proved to all why Uncle AI $100 p rize for their efforts. The
reigns atop the entertainment contest was judged by Philipp
field at our beloved law school. Brockington, Carol Kasebier,
Mary Ann 'fuytshaevers and Marie
Questions? Comments?
After the big guy's performance, Greenhagen. All complaints
Fran Rushnok descended on a should be addressed to them.
A faculty and staff baby picture
cloud to center stage as the "Law
School Lady" for a session of guessing contest was won by Steve
"Law School Chat." Skippy Cox, who accurately identified ten
Savage and Scott Faroute traded of the 20 entries. The "Most
quips with the acid-tongued Law Beautiful Baby" picture, as voted
School Lady. Fran sparkled in her by those choosing to cast ballots,
role, but was later reported to be was won by Professor Philipp
experiencing difficulty read- Brockington.
Following all the skits, jokes
justing to life as a law school
and chuckles, a three hour dance
librarian.
Following Law School Chat, nicely capped the evening's
another slide show was inex- festivities. Drunken and Gomorplicably offered to a confused but rahic behavior prevailed. The
delighted audience. Pictures of evening gave birth to new topics
well-known faces flashed on the for rumors, innuendo and gossipscreen, accompanied by degrading enough to fill the halls of
barbs from the narrator and hoots Wesemann through finals and well
into next semster.
from the crowd.
As reported, this year's roastees
Thereafter, a quartet of guit arplaying beasts swaggered to the were t he entire third year class,
stage and belched forth a medly of the only blight on our law school
son gs rewritten to insult, incite in its 115 year history. Best wishes
and inspire. George Brasovan, 'Ibm to all of th em a s they l eave us t o
Hyatte, Tim Vojslaver and Pat enter t he legal profession. And
Blankenship formed the group good riddance.
Finally, a special and sincere
Constructive Criticism , and sang
and played t h eir way into the.. .uh, t hank s to the organization committee, Cindy Penn, Lisa Woons,
hearts of the assembled mass.
The skits were interspersed with Kim Tabor and Kevin Speer. They ·
(1) drawings for door prizes, and (2) did a fantastic job, and t h eir eflousy Scott Faroute jokes. A con- forts are undoubtedly appreciated
test was held to determine which by all who attended.

By Dennis Lee Goss to pay homage to His Most
Forum Staff Writer

Merriment and mirth p ermeated
the atmosphere of the annual Law
School Roast, held on the crisp
evening of April 14 at the Porter
County Expo Center. The object of
this year's roast was the welldeserving third year class. Approximately 250 people attended
the activities, dominated by skits,
music, dancing and just plain fun.
Student Bar Association President Scott Faroute, dressed in an
awful powder-blue tux, emceed
the affair, which included a
number of lively and entertaining
skits from both students and
faculty.
The evening's festivities began
with a slide show extolling the
camaraderie of law school life, exquisitely presented to the strains
of "lean on Me." Mary Beth Lavezzorio manipulated the equipment
with her usual capability.
Following the slide show, t he
m u sical d uo know n as The New
and Improved Joint Thrtfeasors,
alias law students Tim Baker and
P ual Ritsema , performed their
tearjerking
hit,
"Leavin'
Valparaiso,'' loosely based on the
60's tune, "Leavin' on a Jet Plane."
Following the Baker and
Ritsema madrigal, lunacy erupted
as Professor Al Meyer stepped to
the mike, banjo in hand, and stirred the crowd with a rousing, singalong rendition of "It's Hard to Be
Humble," a Valpo version written

Burke speaks at Law Week Luncheon
B y Ba rb Bolling
On April 13, Yvonne Burke
spoke at the Law Week luncheon
held at the Porter County Expo
Center.
Burke said the law opens many
avenues for people, but new
asociates also have to put in many
long hours. Politics is an alternative to working as an associate
in a firm.

The political campaign in 1988
will go down in history as the
most confusing. The cost of running for office has also increased.
We have a government made up
of people not subject to bribery. It
is the individual person and the
system that is not corrupt or
crooked .
Jesse Jackson is an interesting
p henomena this year, Burke said.
About 77 percent of blacks are

registered to vote. A desire seem s
to exist this year for p eople t o extress their viewpoints.
Burke said it w ill b e interesting
t o wat ch the Vice-Presidential
selections in both maj or p olitical
parties. Her prediction was that
Mike Dukakis will wi n t he
Democratic n omination for President. Jackson can make the difference of whether t h e Dem ocrats
win this year.
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Passing bar exam not necessarily all it takes
By Kathy Fox
Forum Editor

On April 12, Attorney James
Butcher talked about "Alternative
Dispute Resolution ."
Butcher said that anyone who
passes the bar exam can go to
court, but not everyone can effectively practice reconciliation.
Legal training now seems to consist of: learning bow to do
research; knowing and following
procedure; having a working
knowledge of legal theory; learning basic skills in briefing; and
learning basic legal ethics. Unfortunately, little attention is paid to
the desire and ability to reconcile
differences. Basically, lawyers are
taught to win cases and defeat
their opponents.
A Christian law school and a
Christian lawyer should restore
broken relationships and begin
the healing process between the
parties. Reconciliation should be
used wherever possible and litigation as little as possible.
A few years ago in Albuquerque, New Mexico, a survey was
conducted. Approximately 35,000
lawsuits were filed in that
jurisdiction alone that year, mostly by Christians, and $25 million
in costs resulted. If the current
trend is to be halted, Christians
must do all that is possible to

reverse this trend.
Christians on occasion should
assert their rights, but they should
look at: their motives in doing so ;
the effects of their doing so; and
whether they are more interested
in winning the battle or winning
the money. Jesus said Christians
should bring honor, not disrepute,
on Christianity.
In the Scriptures, 1 Corinthians
6 asks, "Dare you sue another
believer?" Why not accept the
fraud or wrong against you, Butcher asked. After all, the Bible
says that the meek and righteous
shall inherit the earth.
Matthew 18 says that if a brother
wrongs a Christian, the Christian
should go tell the brother so. If the
brother hears the Christian, the
problem is resolved. If not, the
Christian should, with witnesses,
approach the brother again. If the
brother still does not hear the
Christian, the Christian should go
to the church with the problem. If
the brother still does not hear, he
should be treated as a heathen.
Unfortunately, many Christian
lawyers have not attempted to
follow the Scripture's advice. They
take cases to pagan courts rather
than to the church, Butcher said.
A person can be wronged accidentally, but "defraud" implies
an intentional wrong or intentional conduct. Regardless of in-

tent, it is better for a Christian to
take the wrong in private than to
air it in public. Disputes should be
resolved in the following order:
discuss it with the actor privately;
try discussing it with the actor
again with witnesses present; if
this does not work, go before the
church with the problem; if none
of these work, the actor should be
treated as an infidel or as, any
other non-Christian. The goal of
this process is to achieve reconciliation, not to come out on top.
If two or three Cristians are
together, Paul said in the Bible
that the Lord is in their presence.
Paul was talking about having the
jurisdiction to bring a grievance
before God, Butcher said. Their
decision is binding because God's
presence was there and acting
among them. Only through the
workings of Christ can disputes be
decided in this world.
In 1962, Butcher was among the
first five or so lawyers who helped
start the Christian Legal Society.
Now a Christi on lawyer network
exists thoughout the country.
ple usually want either the
crookedest, most ornery lawyer
they can get or a Christian lawyer,
and either can get the job done.
Butcher said the easy part is to'
get the parties to agree to split the
damages in a case. The hard part
is to get the parties to sit down,

Peo-

Rice speaks on litigator mistakes

talk directly to each other, and get
over their problemsin other words,
reconcile their relationship.
However, a lot can be done if parties sit down with a Biblical approach to their dispute.
One of the duties imposed by the
Bible is to avoid intentional harm.
Paul proposed a Christian attitude: seek common friends (like
the parish pastor) to resolve the
dispute before seeking the courts;
and seek a remedy through reconciliation and peace rather than
through litigate. Paul felt that
Christians should suffer a wrong
rather than file a lawsuit. A good
Christian, just as he should be
slow to anger, should also be slow
to litigate.
In one case that Butcher worked on, an Amish family was in
town on a Saturday night. Some
young men in a truck threw slate
at the family. A piece of slate hit
the Amish baby, which died instantly. Butcher's client, the driver
of the truck, was taken to the
Amish home to confront the family. The Amish said they held no ill
will and forgave him. Thus, the
reconciliation process worked.
(The client got probation in the
case, too.)
Butcher felt that no-fault
divorce is no good for society, partly because he works with those
suffering from broken marriages.

Bodensteiner to step down
By Kathy Fox
Forum Editor

By Nadine Dahm
Fo~um

Staff

W~lter

What are t he most common
mistakes the new litigator makes?
On Aprill4, Attorney Don Rice of
Rice and Rice in Portage gave a
lecture on "Common Mistakes for
the New Litigator."
Rice has been a practicing
litigator for over 15 years .
Although not all new litigators
make the same type of mistakes,
Rice pointed out ten common
mistakes most new litigators do
make, based on his personal
experiences.

is also extremely helpful to be
prepared, since most fear is caused by the litigator's conscious
recognition that he is unprepared.
Rice suggested that the litigator
prepare himself as best he can, try
to understand what his strategy is
and put his client's cause first .
The second most common
mistake new litigators make is
that they do not bear in mind that
the judge's main function is to do
a fair job. When a judge rules
against the new litigator, the
litigator takes it personally and is
left with the impression that the
judge is against him. New

the defense counsel to always get
an acquittal. Rather, defense
counsel is supposed to protect and
advocate the rights of the accused,
and it may be in the best interests
of the accused to plead guilty.
On the opposite side of the
street, the prosecutor's job is not
to always get the conviction. Prosecuting attorneys are charged
with special responsibilities and
obligations; as a representative of
the State, the prosecutor is in an
extremely powerful position. Prosecuting attorneys affect people's
reputations and freedom; if the
prosecutor does not do his job pro-

The single most difficult thing most new
litigators must deal with is fear.
The single most difficult thing
most new litigators must deal
with is fear. According to Rice,
"Fear absolutely pervades the
courtroom.'' Fear stands in the
way of the lawyer getting his job
done, which is to persuade the jury
or judge that his position i correct
in many ways. Many times, the
courtroom atomosphere can
become so intense. the litigator
cannot speak and his thought process is interrupted. Also, fear
makes the litigator look and feel
awkward. If this happens, chances
are the jury will pay mor attention to th litigator's f ar rather
than to the li igator's case.
The best way to deal with fear is
to talk to the jury about it . Rice
said the jurors are also scared.
Therefore, if the litigator addresses the jury as to the mutual
fear, some of the fear dissipates
and everyone becomes more
comfortable.
Another way to deal with fear is
to remember that it is not the
lawyer who is important. The
client and his case are what is important. Shifting the focus from
the lawyer to the client helps the
litigator becomes less nervous. It

litigators must always remember
that it is the judge's courtroom.
Therefore, the new litigator must
always try to do what the judge
wants him to do, as well as "go
with the flow in the courtroom."
If the litigator does not understand something, he should simply
ask. Further, the new litigator
should adopt a "Mother, May I?"
approach in the courtroom.
A third mistake common among
new litigators is talking directly to
opposing counseL Rice said
litigators should not do this
because it leaves out the judge. Instead of talking directly to opposing counsel, the litigator should
ask the court and the court will instruct opposing counsel accordingly. In making this point, Rice emphasized that new litigators must
always bear in mind that the
court's main interest is to keep an
orderly flow in the administration
of justice. Direct dialogue with opposing counsel almost always
leads to confrontations.
In the criminal context, new
litigators acting as both defense
counsel and prosecuting attorneys
misunderstand their purpose. According to Rice, it is not the job of

perly, he may convict innocent
people.
Another common mistake made
by new litigators is that they do
not take full advantage of the
court staff. These people are very
knowledgeable and the best
source of information concerning
the judge and his particular
idiosyncrasies. Once the new
litigator recognizes the court staff
as fellow officers of the court, he
will gain all kinds of advantages.
Rice said most young lawyers fail
to take this into account.
Some other common mistakes
include: taking a case you do not
believe in; relying unduly on
notes; failing to state your point
quickly and precisely; introducing
evidence improperly; and failing
to remember that the judge is
"king."

Once the new litigator
recognizes these mistakes and
learns how to correct them, he will
feel more comfortable in the cour·
troom, look more professional and
be more of a credit to himself and
the profession.
Rice's talk was sponsored by the
American Trial Lawyers Association (ATLA) and was part of the
Law Week festivities.

Many clients walk into his office
wanting the marriage saved, but
the husband has taken off for one
last fling before he feels he will be
too old to have flings anymore. Not
many of lawyers want to reconcile
marriages. However, Butcher is
successful in carrying clients
through that difficult decision and
getting them to finally accept the
fact that they are not going to be
married to that person any more.
It is a tremendous uplift to see the
client with a new outlook on life
at the final hearing.
In 1 Corinthians 19, Butcher said
God has given Christians the
ministry of reconciliation. If attorneys would view themselves as
ministers of reconciliation, the
economics of the legal system
could be turned around. In God's
system of reconciliation, everyone
wins. The highest calling any
lawyer can have is the call of
reconciliation.
Butcher attended the VU School
of Law in 1955. He ran for U.S.
Congress in 1986, and won the
Republican primary. He lost by a
narrow margin to Jim J ontz in the
fall (1986) elections.
Butcher is with the firm of Butcher, Ball & Lowry in Kokomo, Indiana. His lecture was aponsored
by the Christian Legal Society and
was part of the Law Week
activities.

At the end of the 1988-89 school
year, Ivan Bodensteiner will be
stepping down as law school dean.
He will continue to teach Civil
Procedure and Civil Rights,
though.
Right now, the administration is
trying to select a "'dean search

committee,. to look for someone to
take over as dean when Ivan steps
down. The faculty is currently
debating whether the committee
should consist of only tenured professors or have some other
make-up.
After the committee is formed,
it will consider nominations for
the position, and a new dean will
be selected before Ivan steps down.
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VU Law professor dies
By Kathy Fox
Forum Editor

VU School of Law Professor
Richard Stevenson passed away on
Friday, April 8. Services were held
at 1:30 p.m. on April 11.
Stevenson taught Evidence and
Trial Advocacy. He also coached
the Mock Trial Team and was
faculty advisor for the American
Trial Lawyers Association.
However, he had a stroke in the
late fall of 1985 and never completely recovered . He never resumed teaching and was in a nursing
home when he passed away.
He received his B.A. from St.
Ambrose College in 1952, his J .D.
from the University of Iowa in
1955, and his LL.M. from Harvard.
in 1959.
He began teaching at the VU
School of Law in 1955 and played

a major role in bringing a clinical
program to VU. He co-authored
the Indiana Trial Lawyers' Guide.
Stevenson was also a member of
the Committee of Consultants for
the Board of Directors of the
Porter County Cancer Society and
was a member of the Indiana and
Iowa bars.
Stevenson will be sorely missed
by the VU School of Law.
ACROSS

t. Able

Harre named VU's president
By Kathy Fox
Forum Editor

Alan Harre will become
Valparaiso University's new president on June 30.
Harre is presently president of
Concordia College in St. Paul,
Minnesota. He was elected to be
VU's 17th president at a special
board meeting recently. He will
succeed VU's current president
Robert Schnabel, who is retiring.
Actually, Schnabel was Harre's
philosophy professor some years
ago at Concordia Senior College in
Fort Wayne. Harre r ceived his
B.A. from Concordia in 1962. (Concordia has 1,100 students, compared to Valpo's 4,000.)
Harre did not apply for the position, but he was among the 150
people nominated for the position.
A special setvice will be held for
President Schnabel on Monday,

4. Pop
B. Ocean
11. Lady
12. Former Russian
Emperor
13. Small bua
14. Article
15. 7th Greek Letter
17. Elater
19. Make tatdna
ll. Old
23. Hymn
14. Expression of sorrow
26. Dine
23. Mistakes
30. Scar
31. 17th Greek Letter
34. Self
35. Atop
37. Tonaue
40. Prefix meanJna In
41. Sack
~.Done

44. Haul
46. Tehr11D ls the capllal

48.
50.
53.
55.
57.
58.
60.
61.
63.
64.

Gana
Substance
Iran's monetJlry unit
Anary
Peak
Park poUce
Help!
Exist
N. American Indian
Brtabt star

66.Ald
68. Ever (Poedc)
69. Freshwater duck
70. Eacb
DOWN
Water channel
Form of be
Born
Old
5. Bone
6.Blt
7. Rqjon
8. Irony
9. Grow
10. Eat (p.t.)
11. Information
I.
l.
3.
4.

16. At
111. Before (Poetic)
lO.Cap
11. Territory of an earl
15. Unhappy
27. Article
19. Father's boy
31. Free
33. Fall montb (abbr.)
35. Sub
36. Tell
38. Focus
39. Clothes
41. Type of dive
45. Sage
47. Gripe
49. Lowest
51. Serious
51. AUowance
54. Season of futina
56. Acbleve
58. Woe
59. Flsb eus
61. Sucker
65. Eastern State (abbr.)
67. Exist

Answers on page 2
April25, from 10 to 11 a.m. in the
chapel. The service will honor his
service at the university and his
upcoming retirement.

1988-89 Student Bar Association
President: Tim Murray
Vice-President: Kevin Speer
Secretary: Jocelyn Murphy
Treasurer: Barbara Bolling

3L Representatives
Philip Benson
Rebecca Lockard
Mark Niermann
2L Representatives
Georgeanna Orlich
Pete Richert
Ki111 Tabor

Faculty Representative
Peter Pogue
Honor Court Appellate Justices
Greg Hazian
Heidi Jark
Tom Vander Hulst (alternate)
2L/3L ABA/LSD Representative
Steve Cox
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Potts speaks on Child H
By Kathy Fox
Forum Editor

VU School of Law Professor John Potts held a press conference
at the law school on Aprill4 to discuss recent developments in the
case of In the Matter of Unborn Child H.
The case, which is currently pending before the Indiana Supreme
Court, is an equity case involving a father's right to prevent the
mother from having an abortion. "It is a tale of love and sex and
death," Potts said.
In the case, an 18 year old woman and a 24 year old man living
around Terre Haute had sex in January and February of this year.
The woman was 10 weeks pregnant the week before Potts held the
press conference. On April 5, the father obtained a temporary
restraining order which prohibited the mother from having an abortion while the case was pending in court.
The father offered to marry the mother. If they did not get married, he said, he wanted the child and offered to pay the medical
expenses involved in having the child. The mother said she did want
kids in the future, but she did not want to ruin her social life this
summer by being pregnant. She also said that she did not want to
share her boyfriend with the baby.
The mother's doctor said no medical reason existed for not having the child. On April 7, the temporary restraining order was
struck down for the lack of an affidavit swearing to a certain fact.
Ninety minutes later, this decision was overturned by an appellate
court, but by then the girl had already had an abortion.
On AprilS, the appellate judge said he would make the injunction he had issued permanent on Aprilll, which he did. The mother
appealed to the Indiana Supreme Court; one of her points on appeal was jurisdiction. The other point, as stated in her filings, is,
"If an abortion should occur, either through medical or other course,
while this matter has been pending in either the lower court or this
Supreme Court, can defendant be held in contempt of the restraining order issued in this case?"
·
Potts said that the mother's motion to correct errors, which was
filed with the trial court on April 11 or 12, deleted "mother,"
"father" and "child" every time it appeared, on the ground that
none of the above were involved in this case. (Roe v. Wade uses
"parent" repeatedly, Potts said.) The motion also state that the temporary restraining order was "involuntarily causing her (the
' mother) to be a breeder." "These are histrionics unknown in
American history," Potts said.
On April 13, the father had filed his brief with the Indiana
Supreme Court, but the mother had yet to do so. On that day, the
mother's attorney called the Court and reported the child dead.
Potts said no serious pressure existed in this case to protect the
father's rights. The privacy rights of the father were never litigated
here.
Potts, a well-known pro-life activist, is currently involved in the
case on the father's behalf.

Law Board invites all
By Nadine Dahm
Forum Staff Writer

The 1988-89 Law Review Board wishes to invite all interested
students to enter the 1988 Summer Writing Competition. Because
there has been a lack of participation in the past by minority
students, the Board encourages full participation by all students.
This year's writing competition will be held during the summer.
Two sessions will be available to interested students. The first session will be held between June 15 and July 15. The second session
will be held between July 15 and August 15. All competitors must
commit to either the first or second session.
The writing competition is designed to enable students with
superior writing skills an opportunity to write on to Law Review.
Papers will be judged only on the individual student's writing
skills. No weight will be given to the student's class rank.
Any paper deemed acceptable by the Board will be accepted. No
limit exists as to the number of papers that will be accepted.
The writing competition is one of three ways a student can get
invited to write for Law Review. The Board will automatically invite all first year students in the top 15 of their class. The Board
will also extend invitations to ten more members of the first year
class based on the student's legal writing grade and class rank. Parttime students with similar qualifications will also receive an invitiation to write for Law Review.
Law Review is an excellent way to further develop and refine a
student's writing skills. Further, many large firms prefer and
sometimes even require Law Review as a prerequisite to hiring new
associates. The 1988-89 Law Review Board encourages all interested
students who are not invited to write for Law Review to enter the
summer writing competition.
If you are interested in participating in the writing competition,
please submit your name and summer address to Julie Zandstra ·
in the Law Review office.
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OUP ACTIVITIES:
Jus Vitae
At a recent meeting of Jus Vitae,
the- following officers were elected
for the 1988-89 school year:
PresedentRobert Henke
SecretaryGreg Hazian
TreasurerStephen Krentz
Congratulations to all three.

ATLA
The American Trial Lawyers
Association (ATLA) elected its officers for the 1988-89 school year on
April 18. They are:
PresidentHeidi J ark
Vice-Presi den tRoger
Weitgenant
Secretary TreasurerChris
Mascal
Congratulations to the new
officers.
ATLA sponsored a talk by attorney Don Rice on ''Common
Mistakes of the New Litigator" on
April 12. The lecture was part of
the Law Week Activities and was
well attended.

MELC
It is hard to believe that the end
of the school is upon us! The final
Midwest Environmental Law
Caucus (MELC) event of this school
year was held on April 11. Professor Robert Blomquist lectured
on ''The Environmental State of
the World." Blomquist discussed
several conditions that have made
global impacts in recent years,
such as the "greenhouse effect,''
and ozone depletion.
The MELC officers for the
1987-88 school year were honored
by a gift presentation. Former officers include:
Tim BakerPresident
Barb BollingTreasurer
Scott EllisSecretary
Faculty sponsor Robert Blomquist
was honored as well.
The Executive Board Recently
appointed committee chairpersons. New chairpersons include:
Tom Back, Constitution
Committee
Roger WeitgenantMembership
Committee
Dennis Lee GossProgram
Committee
Paul GarjianPublic Relations
Committee
Susan HartmanResearch
Committee
Congratulations to all!
MELC wishes everyone an
·onderful summer!

WLSA
The Women Law Students
Association (WLSA) elected its officers for the 1988-89 school year on
April 20. The new officers are:
PresidentDaneene Mitchell
Vice-PresidentHeidi Jark
Secretary/Treasurer Kathy
Allen
Congratulations to the new
officers.
WLSA sponsored a talk by
Leane English Cervan on Negotiations on April 12. The lecture was
part of the Law Week Activities
and was well attended.

CBA
The Young Lawyers Section of
the Chicago Bar Association (CBA)
is sponsoring several seminars
during the month of April. The
seminars will be held at the CBA
located at 29 South LaSalle Street
in Chicago. CBA law student
members may purchase tickets at

a 50 percent discount.
Upcoming seminars include:
Civil Proactice Potpourri, Wednesday, April 27; and Federal Civil
Procedure Update, Thursday,
April 28. Seminars will be held
from 36 p.m.
The CBA representatives for the
coming school year are Roger
Weitgenant and Bill Heffron.
Please contact them if you have
any questions regarding CBA student membership.

CLS
The Christian Legal Society
(CLS) held an election of officers
for the 1988-89 school year. The
newly elected officers are as
follows:
Mark VanderboschPresident
Tim MurrayTreasurer
Dave MathiesSecretary/Public
Relations
Lisa
SundermanSocial
Chairman
'Ibm Vanderhulst and Robert
HenkeSymposium I Speaker
Chairmen.
The CLS was honored to have
James Butcher (of Butcher, Ball
and Lowry in Kokomo, Indiana) to
speak during Law Week. Butcher
gave a very interesting lecture on
the subject of "Alternative
Dispute Resolution." After the lecture, CLS officers and friends
treated Butcher to a dinner at the
Strong Bow Restaurant.

DTP
The Delta Theta Phi Law Fraternity (DTP) held a party at Mark
Niermann and Marty DeVry's
apartment on Aprill5, during Law
Week.
DTP sponsored practice oral
arguments for the first year
stqdents this semester. Also, DTP
is working on its outline files
again, and members are encouraged to help.
DTP will be holding elections on
April 25., All members are encouraged to attend, and the first
and second year students are encouraged to run for office.

DO YOU
SPEND TO LIVE
OR LIVE TO SPEND?
No ntatter-Either way we can help you.
• Establish your credit with a VUFCU VISA. card.
·Access our ATM with a Credit Union Exchange (CUE)
card.
•Pick up our Guaranteed Student Loan fornt and/or our
PLUS loan form for next year.

DON'T LEAVE VALPO WITHOUT THEM!
E
EADY FOR THE REAL WORLD!
Valparaiso University

Federal Credit Union
.!T.... ,9-4:45
P•••.•••.••..••••• 9-5aaG
M. T. W•

A Non-Prof&&. eo-operative F&nandallnsthutlon
AU ~YinQa FedetaUY ~red up to '100.000

Sat.

~

.. ptlnt rat

Convenient
ATM and Night Depository
1407 LaPorte Ave.
Phone: 462-7805
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CONGRAnJLATIONSff

By Beth Henning
Forum Sports Editor

Who is teaching many law
students how to stay in shape?
Why, The Forum Feature Athlete,
Mary Kay Thanos, of course! Mary
Kay has been the resident aerobics
instructor of Wesemann Hall for
the past two years.
Being in great shape is nothing
new to Mary Kay. A resident of the
Calumet area, she attended Crown
Point High School and excelled in
several sports. Mary Kay went to
State for swimming, taking first
place in the 50 Freestyle (with a
time of :23.9) and also swimming
the freestyle leg of the Medley
Relay team, which also took first
place honors.
Swimming was not the only
sport that landed Mary Kay at the
state playoffs. She also took first
place in the number one singles
spot. Her talents led her to
Franklin
College
on
an
Academic/Athletic Scholarship for
tennis. Ironically, Franklin College was so small that it did not
have a pool! She attended Franklin
because she wanted to stay
somewhat close to her home, but
not too close.
At Franklin, Mary Kay won the
Indiana State Tennis Thurnament.
She also participated in the N AlA
tourney, where she placed third
and fourth in the nation.
Mary Kay took a year off between Franklin College, where she
obtained a double degree in
Business and Political Science,
and law school. She belonged to a
health club in Merrillville, where
they asked her to teach an aerobics
class. When sh came to VU, she
miss d aerobics, so she put a signup at the law schoo~ and
Wesemann Hall Aerobics were
born!

to the
Midwest Environmental Law Caucus

Third Years

Tom Alevizos
George Brasovan
Mike Delfine
Jean Doyle
Kathy Fox
Keith Henry
Tammy Tideswell
Brett Warning
John Whitfield
Mary Kay has been offered
several positions in the Munster
and Merrillville areas. When I asked Mary Kay about the relationship between law school and
aerobics, she said that it is a good
way to vent frustration and stay
sane during the school year. She
added that many of the class participants were not entirely enthusiastic at the beginning of
class, but they always felt better

after the workout. She hopes that
the aerobics tradition will carry
on next semester, perhaps with
more faculty participants.
The Forum salutes Mary Kay for
her many accomplishments and
wishes her the best of luck in her
future endeavors. Wesemann Hall
will certainly miss Mary Kay
Thanos,
Aerobics
Instructor/Attorney-at-Law.

Deans from page 4
ween the students and the administrators;
was very active and interesting;
weren't just interested in putting in their time; the clas~ rf'.'l~1- ·
wanted to know and discuss the materials, project.:· ··'' ::• IJ•··•,
and
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WE COULD TELL YOU THAT LAW IN A FLASH
IS THE BEST STUDY AID YOU CAN BUY.
"After two years in law school, I've seen just about "Law In A Flash is the only study aid there is that keeps
every study aid on the market. Most of these 'gouges' your mind engaged. Regular outlines give you black
are factual bul unmotivating. Law In A Flash, on the feller rules, and they're as dry as bones and dirt.! was
other hand, asks the questions needed to stimulate a psychology major in college, and studied the classic
thinking. The cards duplicate the same pattern found techniques of learning, memory and reinforcement.
on exams: problems designed to test application of Law In A Flash puts all these techniques to work. It's
just great./ highly recommend it."
law."
Paul Byers,
Ernest Smith,
University of Idaho Law School
Lolita K. Buckner-Innis,
University
of Maryland School of Law
Ad mined to the California Bar
"In one word, Law In A Flash is just plain excellent. It
"I usedLawlnAFlashfor Evidence, and got anA+ on makes learning the law easier and more fun ... You "When/ took Torts last semester,/ went to every class,
my exam, with the second highest grade in the class of really can useLawlnAFlashanywhere. ljustputafew bought outlines and reviewed my notes./ thought I was
70 students. I can hone tly say that Law In A Flash was cards in my pocket and go to class. l use them in the ready for my exam. Then I picked up Law In A Flash. It
classroom when I want to understand the point more made me realize how little I really understood. I used
instrumental in my success."
clearly, and the professor just isn't reaching me that Law In A Flash and got the top score on .my exam. I
Maureen McCro key,
day. A few glances at the cards and /' m able to ask know Law In A Flash made the difference."
questions on point."
Univer ily of Dayton Law School
"I discovered Law In A Flash while in my last year of
law school. I needed a means of quickly reviewing
Evidence. and I didn't relish going over a lengthy bar
outline. The cards were fantastic! Later, I used ali the
Law In A Flash subjects to study for the MBE. I
honestly don't think 1 could have passed the MBE
withoul them."

John Daniels,

"Who said law school studying couldn't be fun? Studying with Law In A Flash almost makes me feel guilty.
The definition and theory cards are good for undertanding the basic law, buL it's the hypotheticals that
not only drive it home, but let me understand and apply
it to exam questions. The best part about the flashcards
is that they not only give you the application but the
reasonin behind it. They don't make legal theories
impo sible to understand, and have made Property
almost painless."
Regina . Marquez
Ha ting Lnw chool

University of Bridgeport Law School

Keith A. Miller,

Syracuse University College of Law

"I think your flash cards are great. I have enjoyed
browsing through the series.lt has reminded me all too
vividly how much I have forgotten, and how desperately I would need, what you are doing should I ever
venture to take a bar exam again (Heaven forbid!)"
OrvlUe L. Freeman, Former Cabinet Member
under Presidents Kemedy & Johnson; Partner,
Popham, Haik, Schnobrich, Kaufman & Doty,

For a free brochure call: 1·800-23FLASH

FLASHCARDS

Washington. D.C.

BUT WE DON'T HAVE TO.
• Civil Procedure 1
• Civil Procedure 2
• Constitutional Law
• Contracts

AVAILABLE IN:
• Criminal Law
• Criminal Procedure
·Evidence
• Future Interests

·Property
·Sales
·Torts
• Multistate Bar Review Set

HURRY WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

AVAILABLE AT:
THE UNIVERSITY BOOK CENTER

eyH.
·has chosen
barHave
review.
you?

S

WHY MORE STUDENTS ARE CHOOSING KAPLAN-SMH
BAR REVIEW COURSE

1

INTENSIVE
QUESTION REVIEW:

2

NARRATIVE
TEXTS: The law

3

UNPARALLELED

Over eighteen hours of in-class
question analysis by experienced law school professors is an
integral part of every SMH and Kaplan-SMH Bar Review course
at no extra cost.
you need to know for your bar exam is
explained for you-not outlined-in our comprehensive texts.

CONVENIENCE:

Preparation for the bar exams of nineteen jurisdictions is available at over 100 Stanley H. Kaplan
Educational Centers nationwide (except in New England, D.C.,
Maryland, and New Mexico where courses are administered by
SMH).

-----PREPARATION F O R - - - - California
Colorado
Connecticut
Dist. of Columbia
Florida

Illinois
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
Pennsylvania

Rhode Island
Texas
Vermont
Virginia

If you plan to practice in any of these jurisdictions, your first step should
be to contact your campus rep or your local Stanley Kaplan Educational Center.

-SMH

BAR REVIEW SERVICES
(800) 223·1782 (800) 343·9188

See your Campus Rep, or call:
Call Days, Eves., & Weekends
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CHICAGO/NORTH
DOWNTOWN CHICAGO
HIGHLAND PARK
LAGRANGE CENTER
C1987 Kaplan- SMH

437-6650
764-5151
346-9346
_433-7410
352-5840

